To be adopted:

The Committee on Committees reports the following appointments made since the last report of February 21, 2002:

Appointed Professor N. C. Ellstrand to serve on the Commons Board of Governors.

Appointed Professor S. G. Axelrod to serve on the Committee on Academic Personnel.

Nominated two faculty members to serve as a replacement member on the UC Merced Task Force.

Appointed Professor D. M. Matteo to serve on the Committee on Academic Personnel.

Recommended a slate of six faculty members to serve on the Review Committee for Dean Stemerman.

Appointed Professor S. Minot to serve on the Committee on Planning and Budget.

Appointed Professor P. K. Pattanaik to serve on the University Extension Committee.

Appointed Professor P. S. Stuckey to serve as Chair on the In Memoriam Committee for Professor Emeritus Jacquelyn S. Haywood. Professors Emeritus F. M. Carney of Political Science and C. E. Cortes of History were appointed to serve on the committee.

Recommended an additional slate of 10 faculty members to serve on the Review Committee for Dean Stemerman.

Appointed Professor J. J. Sims to serve as Chair on the In Memoriam Committee for Professor N. T. Keen. Professors D. A. Cooksey and D. D. Focht of the Plant Pathology Department, Professor B. C. Hyman of Biology Department, L. L. Walling of Botany/Plant Science Department, and Professor F. A. Jurnak of Physiology and Biophysics Department of UCI were appointed as members of the committee.

Appointed Professor J. T. Trumble to serve on the Committee on Academic Personnel.